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Competitive advantage of URLLC vs. eMBB forsupporting timeliness-relevant services∗
Luis Guijarro, José-Ramón Vidal, Vicent PlaUniversitat Politècnica de València

May 4, 2023
Abstract5G specifications promise a common and flexible-enough network infrastructurecapable of satisfying diverse requirements of both current and future use cases. Twoservice types standardized in 5G are eMBB, without stringent delay guarantee, andURLLC, with stringent delay guarantee. We focus on a use case where data timelinessis the relevant quality parameter. We provide an economic rationale for the support ofdata-based services, that is, from the point of view of the profits attained by the serviceproviders and operators (SP). More specifically, we focus on data-based services thequality of which is related to the Age of Information, and we assess two alternativesfor the support of this sort of services by means of a 5G network: one that is basedon the eMBB service type, and one that is based on the URLLC service type. Theseassessment is conducted in a duopoly scenario. We conclude that URLLC supportprovides a competitive advantage to an SP against a competitor SP that supports itsservice offering on eMBB. And that there is a slightly better situation for the userswhen the URLLC QoS constraint is stringent.

1 Introduction
5G specifications promise a common and flexible-enough network infrastructure capable ofsatisfying diverse requirements of both current and future use cases. In order to guide thestandandization process, three service types were initially defined (Marsch et al., 2018):

• Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), related to human-centric and enhanced accessto multimedia content, services and data with improved performance and increas-ingly seamless user experience. This service type can be seen as an evolutionof the services provided by 4G networks, and covers use cases with very differentrequirements, although the defining quality parameter is the data rate.
• Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), related to use cases withstringent requirements for latency, reliability and availability. It is expected thatURLLC services will provide a main part of the fundament of the Industry 4.0.

∗This work was supported through Grant PID2021-123168NB-I00, funded by MCIN/AEI, Spain/10.13039/501100011033 and the European Union A way of making Europe/ERDF; Grant TED2021-131387B-I00,funded by MCIN/AEI, Spain/ 10.13039/501100011033 and the European Union NextGenerationEU/ RTRP;and by the Generalitat Valenciana, Spain, under Grant AICO/2021/138
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• Massive machine-type communications (mMTC), capturing services that are charac-terized by a very large number of connected devices typically transmitting a rela-tively low volume of non-delay-sensitive data. However, the key challenge is thatthe devices are usually required to be low-cost, and have very long battery lifetime.It should be stressed that many use cases envisioned in the 5G era cannot easilybe mapped to one of the three main service types as listed above, as they combine thechallenges and requirements related to multiple service types (Popovski et al., 2021). Inthe present work, we focus on a use case where data timeliness is the relevant qualityparameter. In order to support this use case, we focus on two alternatives from the setof service types listed above: one without stringent delay guarantee, eMBB, and onewith stringent delay guarantee, URLLC. We therefore factor out any quality requirementrelated to the device density, which is the relevant one in the design of mMTC servicetype.The AoI is a performance indicator that is relevant for real-time status updating wherethe system has a source updating a monitor. The AoI describes the timeliness of a monitor’sknowledge of the source. Although early works on its definition and analysis appearedmore than a decade ago (Kaul et al., 2012a), it has received a renewed interest withinthe context of MTC with stringent delay requirements such as the ones covered in thismanuscript, but also encompassing tactile internet, edge cloud computing, and remotesurgery systems (Yates et al., 2021).The present work provides an economic rationale for the support of data-based serviceswhere timeliness is a relevant quality requirement by means of 5G networks. Morespecifically, we focus on data-based services the quality of which is related to the Ageof Information, and we assess two alternatives for the support of this sort of services bymeans of a 5G network: one that is based on the eMBB service type, and one that isbased on the URLLC service type. These assessment is conducted in a duopoly scenario.Fig. 1 depicts the scenario under study. We assume that there are two ServiceProviders (SPs) that provide a service to users, e.g., by means of an app. The usersobtain a utility which depends on the timeliness of the data used by the service. EachSP uses a set of sensors that obtain the sensed data by means of a 5G network operatedby the same SP: SP1’s network provides a URLLC service, and SP2’s network providesan eMBB service.The structure of the manuscript is as follows. Section 2 describes the related work.Section 3 presents the system and economic models and states the analysis. Section 4presents and discusses the results and Section 5 provides the conclusions.
2 Related work
There are works that propose and analyze business models within the context of the Inter-net of Things. Guijarro et al. (2011); Niyato and Hossain (2008) analyze communicationservices where the relevant quality parameter is the spectrum allocated by each operatorto the pool of subscribers. Guijarro et al. (2017) analyses a service where the relevantquality parameter is the sensing rate of the data acquired by the service provider. Guijarroet al. (2013); Mandjes (2003) analyze communication services where the relevant qualityparameter is the delay incurred by the packets across the network. Guijarro et al. (2021);Caballero et al. (2019) analyze communication services over a 5G network implementingnetwork slicing where the quality parameter is the rate allocated by each tenant at eachcell. However, none of them incorporates timeliness performance metrics into the userutility, as we do here.
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Figure 1: Scenario
On the other hand, the works that incorporate AoI in their analysis are not aimed atstudying business models. These works are focused instead on the optimization of someAoI-based metric under different assumptions about the communication system responsi-ble for the data delivery, e.g., the scheduling discipline of the queue model (Kaul et al.,2012a,b), the number of flows of status updates (Yates and Kaul, 2019; Huang and Modi-ano, 2015), and the different priorities of the flows (Kaul and Yates, 2018; Najm et al.,2020). In all these works, there is a bias towards the use of AoI as a performance metricsfor a network service. This manuscript aims at incorporating the AoI into the utility thatusers derive from a service that runs over a network, specifically, from a data-based servicewhere the timeliness of the data is a relevant quality parameter.

3 Model
We model a scenario (Fig. 1) where there are two SPs, each one receiving the data sensedby its sensors and communicated by means of a 5G network operated by the SP. The datais used to provide a service to a set of users, which derive a utility that depends on thetimeliness of the data and are charged a subscription price.
3.1 System modelWe model the 5G network as a queue of the M/M/1 type and a First-Come-First-Served(FCFS) discipline, which is dimensioned as described below. That is, the network trans-fers the packets sent by the sensors to the SP, and is modeled as a one-server queuewith Poisson packet arrivals with parameter λ and independent exponentially distributedtransmission duration with an expected value of 1/µ, where µ is the network capacity.
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We measure the quality of the transfer of the sensor packets from the point of view ofthe SP service by means of the AoI. The age of the information available at the monitorat time t when the most recently received update is time-stamped ti is ∆(t) = t − ti. Theaverage AoI can be obtained, under weak assumptions on the ergodicity of the servicesystems, as the limit of the time-averaged ∆(t).It must be stressed that the goal of timely updating is neither the same as maximizingutilization of the communication system, nor as ensuring that generated status updatesare received with minimum delay. Utilization may be maximized by making the sourcesend updates as fast as possible. However, this may lead to the monitor receiving delayedstatuses because the status messages become backlogged in the communication network.On the other hand, delay suffered by the stream of status updates can be minimized byreducing the rate of updates. However, reducing the update rate would lead to the monitorhaving excessively outdated status information because of a lack of updates. Minimizingan AoI metric is then a trade-off between these two objectives.For an M/M/1-FCFS queue, the average AoI is given by Kaul et al. (2012a):
∆ = 1

µ

(1 + 1
ρ + ρ21 − ρ

)
, (1)

where ρ ≡ λ
µ . There is an alternative AoI measure, the peak AoI, which provides informa-tion about the worst case age, and is more tractable than the average AoI (Costa et al.,2014). For the M/M/1-FCFS queue, it is given by Huang and Modiano (2015):

∆p = 1
µ

(1 + 1
ρ + ρ1 − ρ

) (2)
The dimensioning of the network capacity depends on the service class that is to beused to support the transmission of the sensing data:• If an eMBB service is used, then the QoS requirement can be stated in terms of theaverage packet delay, say that it is below α times the minimum average delay: thedelay that would see a packet sent over an unloaded network, which is 1/µ. In ourqueue model, this can be formulated as follows:

E[t]1/µ ≤ α (3)
λ ≤

(1 − 1
α

)
µ (4)

where t is the system time in the queue model, which comprises both waiting andservice times.• If a URLLC service is used, then a more restrictive performance criterion must befulfilled: one that may involve a probabilistic measure over the packet delay acrossthe network. In our M/M/1-FCFS queue model (Stewart, 2009, p. 410), we willrequire that: Prob{t > ε} ≤ δ, (5)
e−ε(µ−λ) ≤ δ, (6)

λ + 1
ε ln 1

δ ≤ µ, (7)
We focus on a scenario where one SP supports the delivery of the data by means ofa URRLC service (SP1) and the other one, by means of an eMBB service (SP2). Thesystem model is as depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: System model
3.2 Economic modelWe assume that the two SPs compete against each other in order to provide a service toa population of M users, which obtain a utility depending on the peak AoI of the dataused to provide the service. Each user is charged a subscription price p.
3.2.1 Users’ subscriptionWe model a set of M users, which are homogeneous in their intrinsic value attached tothe service provided by the SPs, a value that is modeled by a parameter ν.Additionally, the users are heterogeneous in the intrinsic value that each one attachesto each SP, a value that can be related to those characteristics of the service offering notrelated to the network dimensioning, and therefore are modeled as an exogenous param-eter γ, distributed uniformly in [0, 1]. More specifically, we adopt a Hotelling model thataccounts for the horizontal differentiation in the service offering, whereby a user with avalue γ suffers a disutility γ when receiving service from SP1 and a disutility 1 − γ whenreceiving service from SP2. Interestingly, γ can be interpreted as a disutility for a userlocated at position γ and SP1 and SP2 located at positions 0 and 1, respectively (Belle-flamme and Peitz, 2015, p. 113).The utility for a user indexed by γ is proposed to be given by

u1 = ν + l/∆p1 − γ − p1, (8)
if subscribes to SP1, and by

u2 = ν + l/∆p2 − (1 − γ) − p2, (9)
if subscribes to SP2. Parameter l translates quality into monetary units, which are theunits for the other terms. The quality is given by the inverse of the peak AoI.We assume, as argued below, that p1 = p2. Furthermore, the value of the utility forthe no-subscription option is zero and the intrinsic value ν is sufficiently high so that all
M users subscribe either to SP1 or SP2, that is, u1 > 0 and u2 > 0. In other words, the
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market is covered. For given p’s, λ’s and µ’s, the number of SP1 subscribers is given by:
m1 = M Prob{u1 ≥ u2}

= M Prob{γ ≤ 12 + l2( 1∆p1 − 1∆p2 })
=


0 if Γ < 0
M

(12 + l2 ( 1∆p1 − 1∆p2 )) if 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1
M if 1 < Γ,

(10)
where Γ is defined as follows:

Γ ≡ 12 + l2( 1∆p1 − 1∆p2 ). (11)
The number of SP2 subscribers is given by m2 = M − m1, under the assumption ofcomplete market coverage.Correspondingly, the consumer surplus extracted by SP1 users can be computed as:

CS1 = ∫ min(max(Γ,0),1)
0 (ν + l/∆p1 − γ − p)dγ (12)

=


0 if Γ < 0∫ Γ0 (ν + l/∆p1 − γ − p)dγ if 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1∫ 10 (ν + l/∆p1 − γ − p)dγ if 1 < Γ.
(13)

And the consumer surplus extracted by SP2 users can be computed as:
CS2 = ∫ 1

min(max(Γ,0),1)(ν + l/∆p2 − γ − p)dγ (14)
=


∫ 10 (ν + l/∆p2 − (1 − γ) − p)dγ if Γ < 0∫ 1Γ (ν + l/∆p2 − (1 − γ) − p)dγ if 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 10 if 1 < Γ.

(15)
The consumer surplus aggregates the utility of all users, and the expressions above assumecomplete market coverage.
3.2.2 Service provider’s decisionsWe focus on the investment and procurement decisions to be taken by each SP in orderto maximize its profits, that is, the network capacity (investment) and the sensor traffic(procurement). And we defer the pricing decision to a further study, so that the serviceprice is assumed to be set, and therefore a parameter. For simplicity, furthermore, pricesare assumed identical.SPi’s profit Πi is equal to the service revenue minus the costs. The revenue is given by
mip, and the relevant costs for our analysis are the investment costs, which are modeled asan increasing and convex function of the network capacity µi, specifically, a quadratic costfunction cµ2

i . The variable costs due to the packet transmission are assumed negligible,and therefore zero. Thus:
Πi = mip − cµ2

i , i = 1, 2. (16)
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The investment variable is µi and the procurement variable is λi, which influence theservice quality. That is, the profit maximizing problem that is faced by each SP can beformulated as follows: max
µi,λi

Πi, i = 1, 2. (17)
As can be observed in (10), there is a dependence of profit Π1 not only on SP1’sdecision variables µ1 and λ1, but also on SP2’s decison variables µ2 and λ2, and viceversa.This interaction between SP1 and SP2 is of an strategic nature, so that the analysis ofthis two linked maximization problems is best suited to Game Theory.Incorporating the dimensioning constraints put by the eMBB/URLLC support (3),(5),the two profit maximization problems (17) are the following ones:

max
µ1,λ1 Π1 (18)

subject to λ1 + 1
ε ln 1

δ ≤ µ1.

max
µ2,λ2 Π2 (19)

subject to λ2 ≤
(1 − 1

α

)
µ2,

The set of values µ∗1, λ∗1, µ∗2 and λ∗2 that simultaneously solve the above two problemsis known as the Nash equilibrium of the game, and it is the most common equilibriumconcept used in economics for modeling a scenario where few firms compete against eachother in a strategic setting. At a Nash equilibrium (µ∗1, λ∗1, µ∗2, λ∗2) no player (say SP1) hasan incentive to deviate to a different strategy (say (µ′1, λ′1)) provided that the other players(i.e., SP2) stick to the equilibrium strategy (i.e.,(µ∗2, λ∗2)). In other words, SP1’s profit doesnot improve through deviation (i.e., Π1(µ∗1, λ∗1, µ∗2, λ∗2) ≥ Π1(µ′1, λ′1, µ∗2, λ∗2) ∀µ′1, λ′1). And thesame for SP2.
4 Results
We discuss the results in terms of network dimensioning (Fig. 3), AoI (Fig. 4), number ofusers (Fig. 5), consumer surplus (Fig. 6) and profit (Fig. 7) for the competing SPs, eachone with a different support alternatives in the 5G network: URLLC (SP1) and eMBB(SP2). And in terms of consumer surplus (Fig. 6), total profit (Fig. 7) and social welfare(Fig. 8) for the aggregate.We conduct below comparative statics, that is, we characterize the different Nashequilibria that result as one parameter is varied across a range of values. Specifically,we conduct two comparative statics. First, we analyze the effect of parameter ε, whichcharacterizes how stringent the QoS requirement for URLLC is; and second, we analyzethe effect of parameter c, which characterizes the investment cost of the network.The Nash equilibria were obtained by solving numerically the maximization prob-lems (18) and (19).The parameters used are M = 10, c = 0.1, l = 0.5, p = 1, ν = 2, α = 3, ε = 0.8 and
δ = 0.1, if not stated otherwise.
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Figure 3: µ and λ as functions of ε for URLLC SP and eMBB SP

Figure 4: AoI as a function of ε for URLLC SP and eMBB SP
4.1 Effect of parameter εHere, the parameter ε varies between 0.3 and 2.0.The results show that as ε increases, both eMBB and URLLC support become equiv-alent. This is so because the URLLC constraint (5) is no longer more stringent than theeMBB constraint (3), so that there is no difference between (19) and (18).Fig. 3 shows that the SP with URLLC support chooses a lower network utilization(i.e., the ratio λ/µ) than the eMBB SP, which is consistent with the fact that the qualityrequirements are more stringent in URLLC than in eMBB.Fig. 4 shows that URLLC support achieves a better (lower) AoI than eMBB support,so that the lower network utilization that URLLC requires translates into a better qualityfor the service than eMBB.Fig. 5 shows that URLLC support achieves a higher subscription base than eMBBsupport, which is consistent with the AoI results.Fig. 6 shows that the aggregated surplus of the URLLC-supported users is greaterthan the surplus of the eMBB-supported users, which is sensible since it is a measurethat aggregates the quality of the service, the price and the number of subscribers. Thesame figure shows that the total consumer surplus does not exhibit high variation with
ε, but it peaks when the number of URLLC-supported users is maximum and the AoI isminimum.Fig. 7 shows that URLLC support provides higher profits for not so stringent ε. For theparameters chosen, it may however cause losses if the URLLC quality constraint is very
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Figure 5: Number of subscribers as a function of ε for URLLC SP and eMBB SP

Figure 6: Consumer surplus as a function of ε for URLLC SP and eMBB SP and totalconsumer surplus
stringent, i.e. very low ε. It also shows that the aggregated profit increases significantlywith ε.Finally, when aggregating the SPs’ profits and the consumer surplus into the socialwelfare quantity, Fig. 8 shows that the variation of the aggregated profit dominates.
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Figure 7: SPs’ profits and total profit as a function of ε

Figure 8: Social welfare as a function of ε

4.2 Effect of parameter cHere, the parameter c varies between 0.08 and 0.4.Fig. 9 shows that the SP with URLLC support chooses again a lower network utiliza-tion than the eMBB SP. Furthermore, as c increases, the network deployment becomesmore expensive and both SPs reduce their capacity.Fig. 10 shows that URLLC support achieves a better (lower) AoI than eMBB support,as long as the network deployment is not very expensive.Fig. 11 shows that URLLC support achieves a higher subscription base than eMBBsupport, which is consistent with the AoI results, again for not very expensive networkdeployment.Fig. 12 shows that the aggregated surplus of the URLLC-supported users is greaterthan the surplus of the eMBB-supported users. The same figure shows that the totalconsumer surplus decreases as c increases.Fig. 13 shows that URLLC support provides lower profits than eMBB support exceptfor very low c. The sum of profits only decreases slowly as c increases.Finally, when aggregating the SPs’ profits and the consumer surplus into the socialwelfare quantity, Fig. 14 shows that the variation of the aggregated consumer surplusdominates.
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Figure 9: µ and λ as functions of c for URLLC SP and eMBB SP

Figure 10: AoI as a function of c for URLLC SP and eMBB SP
5 Conclusions
We conclude that URLLC support provides a competitive advantage to an SP against acompetitor SP that supports its service offering on eMBB, as long as the URLLC QoSconstraint is not very stringent and the network investment is not expensive. On the otherhand, the users of the URLLC SP are always better than the users of the eMBB SP,except for very expensive deployment, while the best situation for the whole user baseoccurs when the URLLC QoS constraint is stringent enough for causing zero profit for theURLLC SP.
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